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Craignure STAG Appraisal

• An appraisal of interim and long-term options for investment
in all ferry related infrastructure at Craignure Ferry Terminal

• The study does not directly consider issues related to the
service between Craignure and Oban – e.g. timetables,
fares, length of the operating day, allocation of vessels, etc.

• However, it does consider the extent to which the current
infrastructure impacts on the service specification

• For example, the extent to which the absence of a reliable year-
round overnight berth impacts on the timing of the first sailing ex
Craignure is addressed in the study



What is the study 
planning for?
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Craignure – Oban Design Vessels

Vessel Interim 
Options

Long 
Term 

Options

Car 
Carrying 
Capacity

Vessel 
Length

Vessel 
Breadth

Vessel 
Draught

MV Coruisk
(Current Vessel)

  35 65m 14.86m 3.21m

MV Isle of Mull
(Current Vessel)

  66 90.03m 16.3m 3.20m

MV Isle of Arran
(Potential Future Vessel)

  76 85m 16.4m 3.19m

MV Hebrides
(Potential Future Vessel)

  98 99m 15.8m 3.30m

MV Isle of Lewis
(Potential Future Vessel)

  95 101m 18.5m 4.19m

801/802 Vessel
(CMAL New Generation) 

  126 102m 17m 3.70m

• Any long-term harbour infrastructure will have a design life of 60 years 
and will thus have to be capable of accommodating a wide range of 
current and future vessels

• In carrying out this appraisal, we have considered the following vessels:
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• It is acknowledged in the report that a single large vessel is not the preferred future option of
the Mull & Iona community

• The in-scope vessels were originally specified by A&BC, and supplemented following advice
from CFL & CMAL. The vessels were compared with VRDP in report

• Much of the ferry infrastructure at Craignure is coming to the end of its operational life
• Whilst there are interim options to repair and upgrade the current berth, long-term

replacement of the assets will ultimately be required
• The current pier is also limited in terms of the vessels it can accommodate

• The agreed specification for the long-term new ferry terminal was therefore defined as being
capable of:
• Accommodating the new generation of CMAL 100m vessels which are larger and heavier

than the MV Isle of Mull and other ‘Major Vessels’ such as MV Hebrides and MV Isle of
Lewis

• Providing an industry-standard vehicle marshalling area with 150% of the vehicle carrying
capacity of the largest vessel, providing spare capacity in the event of disruption

• Accommodating forecast average passenger demand within the terminal building
• Providing a modern Passenger Access System

Craignure – Oban Design Vessels



What is happening 
on the Craignure –
Oban route?
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Craignure – Oban Route

• This appraisal is focused solely on future infrastructure options for Craignure,
however it is important to set out how the current infrastructure impacts the service

• CalMac provided carryings & performance data for every sailing undertaken on the
Craignure – Oban route from 2008 to 2017

• The following charts provide a snapshot of what is happening on the Craignure -
Oban route in terms of carryings and performance (i.e. punctuality & reliability)

2018 Summer Timetable
• Peak timetable had 10 return sailings per day Monday-Thursday and Saturdays
• In addition, late evening Friday return service from Oban
• Early morning departure from Craignure Monday-Saturday as MV Coruisk lying 

overnight at Craignure

2018 Winter Timetable
• Reduces to a single vessel (MV Isle of Mull) with 4-6 return sailings per day
• Not possible to arrive in Oban before 0900 apart from Monday and Saturday
• Last Oban departure on Monday, Wednesday & Thursday is 1600 – combined 

with late first departure from Craignure, effective ‘time on mainland’ reduced
• Sunday timetable heavily curtailed, with only 3-4 sailings
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Passenger & Vehicle Carryings

• Introduction of RET has led to significant growth in passenger & vehicle carryings on the route, both in
absolute & relative terms

• Rate of passenger growth on Oban – Craignure (up 16% between 2015 & 2016) was not typically
seen on the majority of other routes when RET was introduced (network average being around 10%)
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Variations in Passenger & Vehicle Carryings

• Marked seasonal variation on route - monthly passenger carryings in July & August 2017 five times
those of January

• RET-related uplift in carryings is unlikely to have been evenly distributed across the year, heightening
the summer peak and growing the shoulder seasons



Problems & 
Opportunities and 
Objectives
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Transport Problems (1)

• Pier / Berth
• Much of the infrastructure was designed for smaller vessels and is

approaching life expiry
• The fendering varies from fair to poor condition
• Key structural members in the pier are beginning to show signs of deterioration
• Inadequate structural capacity for larger vessels
• The linkspan needs significant structural & mechanical refurbishment

• The berthing facilities at Craignure are inadequate for accommodating the
primary and future forecast vessels for the route
• The primary (North) berth is too short and, when the MV Isle of Mull or a larger

vessel is berthed at the South berth, the roundhead cannot be used to assist a
vessel onto the North berth

• The South berth is too short and lacks water depth
• There is no effective year-round overnight berth – this is a key issue for island

residents
• The roundhead only extends over half the width of the berth
• The fixed plan position Passenger Access System (PAS) at Craignure has a limited

operational window and is only compatible with a limited number vessels, and then
only berthed in certain orientations. The covered walkway to the vessel is also sub-
standard, particularly during very cold and hot weather
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Transport Problems (2)

• Vehicle marshalling
• The marshalling area is undersized for the MV Isle of Mull (and significantly

undersized for larger vessels such as MV Hebrides and FMEL 802) leading
to occasional queuing on the main road

• Terminal building
• Undersized and does not have space for adequate passenger waiting or staff

welfare facilities
• Located on the opposite side of the A849 from the pier – creates a clear

safety issue for foot passengers crossing the road
• Traffic management

• Bus terminal space is constrained and inefficiently laid out, giving rise to
safety issues

• Indiscriminate parking, particularly adjacent to the bus terminal is also
presenting a safety risk

• For vehicles travelling from the south, the right turn into the marshalling area
can be problematic if vehicles are already queuing to the west of the
marshalling area

• Vehicle speeds through the village are considered by some to be excessive
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Transport Problems (3)

• Craignure – Oban service
• The infrastructure constraints at Craignure are the primary cause of a

number of issues with the service – these include:
• The lack of a year-round overnight berth at Craignure means that the first week day

sailing in winter is ex Oban, reducing effective ‘time on mainland’ for Mull residents &
businesses (and ruling out the possibility of year-round commuting)

• The data suggest that shortcomings of the berth (including PAS) are impacting on
the reliability of the service

• Embarking & disembarking passengers via the linkspan (on sailings operated by
vessels on which the Passenger Access System cannot be used) is also leading to
increased delays (and potential missed connections in Oban)

• The marshalling & passenger facilities at Craignure are struggling to cope with the
RET-related increase in demand – this is causing delays to services

• Related to the above point, summer visitors to Craignure will be less familiar with the
particular issues at the terminal, heightening landside risks around e.g. road safety,
traffic management etc
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Transport Opportunities

Interim
• Creation of a berth long enough to accommodate the interim in-scope

vessels would create an opportunity to extend the operating day in the
short-term

Long-term
• The development of a safe year-round overnight berth at Craignure

could facilitate service levels which can provide a commutable working-
day on the mainland and increased ‘effective time on mainland’ for
other purposes (i.e. hospital appointments, supply-chain etc)

• Upgrading Craignure would also increase network resilience by
providing a diversionary port for Oban

• With any new terminal building, there could be opportunities to include
benefits for the local community – e.g. new community spaces or retail
/ small business premises



Interim
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Interim Transport Planning Objectives
• In light of the problems identified with the current infrastructure, the

following objectives have been defined as the basis for the interim
options appraisal:

• Transport Planning Objective 1: Facilitate a reliable year-round working
day for Mull residents on the mainland

• Transport Planning Objective 2: The interim ferry infrastructure should
address traffic management issues associated with the current marshalling
area

• Transport Planning Objective 3: To ensure that the marine infrastructure is
capable of reliably accommodating current and planned vessel deployment

• Transport Planning Objective 4: To investigate the feasibility of interim
solutions to passenger access issues, and action any deliverable and
affordable solutions
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Interim Options
The following Interim Options have been developed:
• Do Minimum: General maintenance to fenders; essential linkspan maintenance; partial

extension of marshalling area
• The ‘Do Minimum’ represents committed investment for likely maintenance on the current

facility to keep it safe and operational
• Interim Option 1 Maintenance and Improvements (Reference Case): Installation of

additional bollards; investigate and, if appropriate, demolish the old terminal building for
gangway access; repair / upgrade north berth fendering; linkspan refurbishment; and
extension to vehicle marshalling area and local road realignment

• The ‘Reference Case’ includes other non-controversial but as yet uncommitted transport
schemes and / or development profiles beyond the Do Minimum.

• Interim Option 2 Berth Extension: As well as the items listed in Option 1, this option would
include a berth extension; replacement of fenders on the north berth; and new pontoon
facility on south berth for RNLI Lifeboat

• This option would create a year-round overnight berth for all interim in-scope vessels on the
north berth

• Interim Option 3 South Berth Improvements: As well as the items listed in Option 1 this
option would include dredging the south berth for MV Coruisk; refendering the south berth;
and an additional anchored retaining wall to maintain stability of the existing pier

• This berth would still be incapable of accommodating the MV Isle of Mull

• Parking
• As part of the Interim Measures, A&BC is investigating combining the current HGV and public car parks
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Interim Option 2 – Berth Extension (3)
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Interim Option 3 – South Berth Improvements (2)
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Cost to Government – Interim Options 

Optional Items
The following are optional items which could be added into the scope of any of the options outlined above

• Modification of Passenger Access System (Scope Dependent) £500,000
• New Passenger Access System £1,700,000
• Shore to Ship Power £500,000

Option

Estimated Capital Cost (£m)
(Base cost including GI and 

Engineering where applicable 
but not contingency)

Estimated Capital Cost 
(£m), including Optimism 

Bias (+44%)

Do Minimum: General maintenance to fenders; essential linkspan 
maintenance; partial extension of marshalling area N/A N/A

Option 1 Maintenance and Improvements: Installation of additional 
bollards, investigation/demolition of the old terminal building for gangway 
access, repair/upgrade north berth fendering, linkspan refurbishment, and 
extension to vehicle marshalling area and local road realignment.

£1.65 £2.38

Option 2 Pier Extension: As well as the items listed in Option 1 this option 
would include; a Berth Extension, replacement of fenders on the North 
Berth and New Pontoon Facility on South Berth for RNLI Lifeboat

£12.30 £17.70

Option 3 South Berth Improvements: As well as the items listed in 
Option 1 this option would include; dredging South Berth for MV Coruisk, 
refendering the south berth and an additional anchored retaining wall to 
maintain stability of existing pier.  

£3.28 £4.72

Optimism bias is the demonstrated systematic tendency for appraisers to be over-optimistic about key project parameters. In the context
of this study, the focus of OB application is on the capital costs of the options – the 44% uplift to cost is the level recommended by H.M.
Treasury for schemes of this nature

• Having developed the Interim Options, the Council will now consider which option(s) will be taken forward based
on a further assessment of deliverability and cost to government (particularly in the context of the long-term
options)



Long-Term
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Transport Planning Objectives

• In light of the problems identified with the current infrastructure, the
following objectives have been defined as the basis for the long-term
options appraisal:
• Transport Planning Objective 1: The ferry infrastructure should reliably

facilitate a year-round ‘full day’ for Mull residents and businesses on the
Scottish mainland.

• Transport Planning Objective 2: The ferry infrastructure should be capable
of accommodating the current and future generation of CMAL ferries up to
circa 100 metres in length for a minimum 60-year window, both in terms of
berthing ability, vehicle marshalling capacity, bus operations and passenger
access, waiting facilities and car parking for the designed ferry vehicle and
passenger capacity.

• Transport Planning Objective 3: The future infrastructure for the Oban ferry
service should maintain/improve reliability, punctuality and resilience.

• Transport Planning Objective 4: Minimise short-term negative social and
economic impacts in Mull by managing the operational impacts associated
with any construction works.
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Generation of Long-Term Options
• The table below shows all of the options which were developed and which options were retained for more detailed

consideration:

Option Progressed to Detailed Appraisal

Option 1a: Rebuild on the existing footprint for new 100m vessel (finger 
pier with linkspan and fixed ramp)

 (Initially  due to likely cost and impact on service: TPO4.
Public consultation resulted in option being re-considered)

Option 1b: Rebuild close to existing footprint for new 100m vessel 
(finger pier with linkspan and fixed ramp)

 (Initially  due to likely cost and impact on service: TPO4.
Public consultation resulted in option being re-considered)

Option 2a: Rebuild south of the existing for new 100m vessel (finger pier 
with linkspan and fixed ramp) 

Option 2b: Rebuild south of the existing for new 100m vessel (nested 
berths with linkspan and fixed ramp) 

Option 3a: Rebuild north of the existing for new 100m vessel (finger pier 
with linkspan and fixed ramp) 

Option 3b: Rebuild north of the existing for new 100m vessel (nested 
berths with linkspan and fixed ramp) 

Option 4: Rebuild of the ferry terminal and associated landside 
infrastructure within Scallastle Bay to accommodate the new 100 metre 
LOA vessel (equivalent to FMEL 801/802).


(Increased sailing time and associated fuel cost, reduced 

number of sailings per day, navigation risks)

Option 5: Rebuild of the ferry terminal and associated landside 
infrastructure within Duart Bay to accommodate the new 100 metre LOA 
vessel (equivalent to FMEL 801/802).


(Surrounding area and cultural heritage, large quantity of 

dredging, upgrading road and utilities infrastructure) 

Option 6: Rebuild of the ferry terminal and associated landside 
infrastructure near Grass Point to accommodate the new 100 metre LOA 
vessel (equivalent to FMEL 801/802).


(SAC designation, dredging required, upgrading road and 

utilities infrastructure).
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Long-Term Option 1a
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Long-Term Option 1b
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Long-Term Option 2a
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Long-Term Option 2b
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Long-Term Option 3a
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Long-Term Option 3b



Appraisal of      
Long-Term Options
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Appraisal of Options

• Options developed are appraised in terms of their performance against:

• Transport Planning Objectives
• Five STAG criteria: Environment, Safety, Economy, Integration and

Accessibility & Social Inclusion
• Cost to Government / Risk & Uncertainty
• Public Acceptability

• STAG involves the appraisal of all options on a seven-point scale:
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Appraisal – Transport Planning Objectives
Option 1a: Rebuild on 
the existing footprint for 
new 100m vessel (finger 
pier with linkspan and 
fixed ramp)

Option 1b: Rebuild close 
to existing footprint for 
new 100m vessel (finger 
pier with linkspan and 
fixed ramp)

Option 2a: Rebuild 
south of the existing for 
new 100m vessel (finger 
pier with linkspan and 
fixed ramp)

Option 2b: Rebuild 
south of the existing for 
new 100m vessel 
(nested berths with 
linkspan and fixed ramp)

Option 3a: Rebuild 
north of the existing for 
new 100m vessel (finger 
pier with linkspan and 
fixed ramp)

Option 3b: Rebuild 
north of the existing for 
new 100m vessel 
(nested berths with 
linkspan and fixed ramp)

TPO1: The ferry service should reliably facilitate a year-round ‘full day’ for Mull residents and businesses on the Scottish mainland.

Year round ‘full day’      

TPO2: The ferry infrastructure should be capable of accommodating the current and future generation of CMAL vessels up to circa 100 metres in length for a minimum 60-year 
window in terms of berthing ability, vehicle marshalling capacity, bus operations, passenger access, waiting facilities and car parking.

Capacity to accommodate 
vessel berthing      

Adequate water depth to 
provide safe under-keel 
clearance

     

Adequately facilitates mooring      

Marshalling capacity (150% 
vessel capacity)      

Adequate Bus Terminal 
Facilities      

Optimal passenger & staff 
facilities      

Passenger access (adequate 
gradient)      

TPO3: The future infrastructure for the Oban ferry service should maintain / improve operator performance (i.e. punctuality and reliability)

Punctuality      

Reliability     / o  

TPO4: Minimise short-term negative social and economic impacts on Mull by managing the operational impacts associated with any construction works.

Continuity of service during 
construction


This option would require 
the existing berth to be 
closed for a significant 

period with a Loch Class 
only service


This option would require 
the existing berth to be 
closed for a significant 

period with a Loch Class 
only service

 


The service would remain 
operational, but careful 
phasing would be 
required to avoid 
disruption to the vehicle 
marshalling.  


The service would remain 

operational, but careful 
phasing would be required 
to avoid disruption to the 

vehicle marshalling. 
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Cost – Long-Term Options 

• The above costs include £2.5m for the demolition of the existing structure

Option

Estimated Capital 
Cost (£m)

(Base cost including 
GI and Engineering 
but not contingency)

Estimated Capital 
Cost (£m), 
including 

Optimism Bias 
(+44%)

Option 1a: Rebuild on the existing footprint for new 100m vessel (finger pier with 
linkspan and fixed ramp) £54.0 £77.8

Option 1b: Rebuild close to existing footprint for new 100m vessel (finger pier 
with linkspan and fixed ramp) £54.4 £78.3

Option 2a: Rebuild south of the existing for new 100m vessel (finger pier with 
linkspan and fixed ramp) £46.2 £66.5

Option 2b: Rebuild south of the existing for new 100m vessel (nested berths with 
linkspan and fixed ramp) £51.2 £73.7

Option 3a: Rebuild north of the existing for new 100m vessel (finger pier with 
linkspan and fixed ramp) £44.1 £63.5

Option 3b: Rebuild north of the existing for new 100m vessel (nested berths with 
linkspan and fixed ramp) £43.7 £62.6
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Public and Stakeholder Consultation

• STAG Guidance emphasises the importance of public and stakeholder 
engagement throughout the appraisal process

• The following consultations have been undertaken for Craignure:
• Initial engagement at the outset of the study to form the basis of setting objectives,

developing and appraising options
• Further engagement in late 2018 to seek views on the interim and long-term options.

• Both initial and further engagement exercises included public exhibition
sessions and separate, more formal stakeholder consultation with local
representative groups including:

• The Mull & Iona Ferry Committee
• The Mull & Iona Community Trust
• CalMac
• CMAL
• West Coast Motors
• HITRANS
• HIE
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Public Engagement

• Three public exhibition drop-in sessions were held at Craignure,
Tobermory and Bunessan during November and December 2018

• 98 surveys were completed by those who attended the sessions
• 48% (n=47) noted they did not want to pursue any of the four long-term options,

rather they wanted the existing pier to be redeveloped
• Of those that did identify a preferred option (n=49), the outcomes were:

• Option 2a: 31% (n=15)
• Option 2b: 8% (n=4)
• Option 3a: 39% (n=19)
• Option 3b: 22% (n=11)

• As 48% of survey respondents noted they wanted the existing pier to be
redeveloped, this led to the re-introduction of long-term Options 1a and 1b
to the study

• There was a clear and near unanimous view that, whilst the marine
infrastructure should be capable of accommodating the specified design
vessels, the landside infrastructure should be scaled back to reflect a
smaller design vessel
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Conclusion and Next Steps

• This study has investigated the current infrastructure and ferry service
operations and has identified a range of problems and constraints
which compromise the long-term sustainability of the service.

• The STAG appraisal does not identify a preferred option, rather it
establishes the pros and cons of each option.

• The Council, along with partners Calmac, CMAL and Transport
Scotland, will now consider options. A full business case will be
produced.
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